dome structural engine ers

Combined expertise. Guaranteed costs.
Faster delivery.
New spaces designed and built meticulously with
impeccable results.

Uncompromising performance.
Growing community requires Dome’s
design-build expertise.

Working together as a single integrated group, Dome Design Build Corp. coordinates all aspects our clients’ projects
– from planning to construction. One of our clients that has
a longstanding relationship with us sought our help fulfilling
their need for additional space in their fast-growing residential community in the Chicago suburb of Streamwood.
The space, intended to contain different community activities and events, needed to be planned and built.The client
knew Dome could tackle all the different aspects of this
project and do with it within short
timeframes and budgets.

Dome first helped our client in purchasing an existing 20,000-square-foot
building by conducting thorough structural inspections. Our report on
this property highlighted structural deficiencies, which helped our client
negotiate a lower price with the owner.
Later on, Dome designed a remodeling project for the existing building.
We added six classrooms, a library and a computer room to the building. The project was completed and a permit was issued by the local
village. [Within shorter timeframes or budgets? Anything special?]
The rapid growth of the community prompted the owners to retain
Dome again for the design and construction of an exciting new community building. Dome completed drawings for a 35,500-square-foot
building and started construction in 2009.
This new building contains [x and y], which helps the client [accomplish
what that Dome does better than other?]. Dome’s unique style/approach/method in construction creates X & Y.
The client was pleased with all results and plans on working with Dome
for future initiatives.

Your single-source solution.
Contact us [Contact Us link] to learn more about this project and to see
how we can help with your project.
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